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For Joe Biden, Friendship Is Magic
His praise of white supremacists is not a blunder but a key to his clubby

worldview.

Jeet Heer Jeet Heer is a national-affairs correspondent at The Nation and the

author of In Love with Art: Francoise Mouly’s Adventures in Comics with Art
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J oe Biden loves to rattle off the names of dead

racist politicians he befriended in the same spirit

of nostalgic reverie that a hero of a 19th-century

French novel might reminisce about the mistresses he

enjoyed as a young man. At a fundraiser on Tuesday,

the current front-runner in the Democratic

presidential primary cited his warm relationship with

the late James O. Eastland and the late Herman

Talmadge, both ardent segregationists. “I was in a

caucus with James O. Eastland,” Biden told the

audience. “He never called me ‘boy,’ he always called

me ‘son.’” (Was Biden even aware of the racist code that reserved “boy” for

black men and “son” for white ones?). Biden added, “At least there was some

civility. But today, you look at the other side and you’re the enemy.”

Biden’s rivals and the media jumped on this supposed blunder. Senator Cory

Booker, among others, called on Biden to apologize. The Washington Post

described Biden’s remarks as belonging to the “pantheon of campaign-

defining gaffes.”

But did Biden really make a faux pas? Or was it a frank statement about

what the veteran politician actually thinks? Biden’s advisers reportedly

warned him against using Eastland as an example. Biden discounted their

warnings, which suggests the remarks were made with forethought. Far

from speaking off-the-cuff, Biden was expressing one of his deepest

convictions: that the vocation of politics is all about friendship.

Biden’s famous affability isn’t just an aspect of his personality. It’s a core

belief. Like the talking horses in the animated kids show My Little Pony,

Biden believes that “friendship is magic.”

Biden’s vision is similar, in some respects, to Obama’s promise in 2008 to

unite a divided America. But Obama’s post-partisan politics was an attempt

to get debates on key issues like health care settled by reasoned public

debate. Biden’s post-partisanship is more narrowly personal.

For Biden, one-to-one relationships are the essence

of life and politics. In his 2003 eulogy for the

famously racist Senator Strom Thurmond, Biden said

that “friendship and death are great equalizers, where

our differences become irrelevant and the only thing

that is left is what’s in our heart.”

Biden knows all about death, having lost his first wife

and a 1-year-old daughter in a car accident in 1972, as

well as an adult son to brain cancer in 2015. Being a

man of grief and resiliency defines Biden. “The

Bidenite glad-hander,” as George Blaustein observed

in The New Republic, “offers emotional connection in a

society of strangers, and having known sorrow makes

Biden the best glad-hander in the business.” The

experience of unspeakable grief is what gives Biden’s thirst for friendship

its authenticity, freeing it from the tawdriness of mere networking.

Biden is quick to play up his friendships, whether

with Barack Obama or Strom Thurmond. On June 8,

he tweeted, “Happy #BestFriendsDay to my friend,

@BarackObama.” This mawkish tweet was

accompanied by a photo of a braided friendship

bracelet that read “Joe” and “Barack” along with little

emblems of joy (including a star and a happy face).

In a heartfelt eulogy, Biden recalled how Thurmond

had defended him from an accusation of plagiarism

in law school. “When partisanship was a winning

option, he chose friendship,” Biden said.

Biden claims Thurmond underwent a change of heart

on racism, a redemption narrative at odds with the

evidence. (Biden made the same claim about another

racist pal, John C. Stennis.) Thurmond died at the age

of 100 without acknowledging that he was the father

to an African-American daughter, the product of a relationship he had as a

young man with a 16-year-old maid. Whatever private remorse Thurmond

or Stennis might have felt does nothing to address the impact of their

decades-long advocacy of racism from the commanding heights of

American politics.

Politics is defined by a choice of friends and enemies. Bernie Sanders’s foes

are the 1 percent. Elizabeth Warren’s nemesis is monopolistic corporations

—or the Republican Party. Joe Biden’s target is just one man: Donald

Trump. Biden’s theory of political change is a simple one: Get rid of Trump

and we can all be friends again. “The thing that will fundamentally change

things is with Donald Trump out of the White House,” Biden told donors in

early July. “Not a joke. You will see an epiphany occur among many of my

Republican friends.”

Biden’s cult of friendship is so heartfelt that it seems

churlish to point out that it is also absurd. Even New

York magazine’s Jonathan Chait, who shares much of

Biden’s centrist politics, notes that the Obama years

provide ample evidence that bipartisan conviviality is

not enough. Biden’s bonhomie helped secure a

handful of Republican senatorial votes in one key

issue (stimulus funding), but was otherwise effective

only on minor matters. Biden’s back-slapping geniality

was no match for the ferocious partisanship of Mitch

McConnell. Partisan polarization and Republican

extremism go far beyond Donald Trump, and won’t be solved by

gregariousness.

From the outside, what Biden sees as friendship looks more like

cliquishness. Strom Thurmond helped his buddy Joe—a smart move in a

clubby world. Thurmond was a notorious sexual harasser, who benefited

from the old-boys’-club protectiveness of the Senate. But aside from such

personal back-scratching, Thurmond prioritized not just partisanship but

an ideological commitment to white supremacy. It was that overriding goal

of white power that made Thurmond break with the Democrats in 1948 to

run as a Dixiecrat and eventually become a Republican in 1964.

Thurmond knew politics wasn’t really about personal loyalty (after all, he

betrayed his own party) but about pushing an agenda. This is an insight Joe

Biden lacks. The Jim Crow system that Thurmond upheld wasn’t defeated

by his change of heart or his friendship with other politicians, but through

a mass protest movement that broke the logjam of cozy Washington.

Nor did Biden’s friendship with Thurmond achieve much good. Biden cites

their work on the 1991 Thurmond-Biden Crime Bill, one of the building

blocks of American mass incarceration. As for James O. Eastland, Biden

bonded with him over a shared opposition to school integration. “I want

you to know that I very much appreciate your help during this week’s

Committee meeting in attempting to bring my antibusing legislation to a

vote,” Biden wrote to Eastland in 1977.

Democrats might ask themselves: With friends like Biden and his pals, who

needs enemies?

Joe Biden is pictured with an ice-cream cone in his hand at the Cone Shoppe in Monticello,
Iowa, on April 30, 2019. (Reuters / Jonathan Ernst)
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How Did South Dakota Become a
Factory for Anti-Trans
Legislation?
The state’s legislature has fielded 16 anti-trans measures in recent years—and

shows few signs of stopping.
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At the end of February, on the 29th day of its brief legislative session, the

South Dakota House of Representatives came alarmingly close to passing a

toxic piece of anti-trans legislation: a bill that would have forced high

school athletes to play on the team matching the gender listed on their

birth certificate, effectively prohibiting transgender students from

participating in sports. The bill, known as HB1225, won a solid 34 votes, or

nearly half of the representatives in the House. Yet, when the final tally

came, the bill had garnered an equal number of nay votes, blocking its

passage. It was the fourth piece of anti-LGBTQ legislation to wind its way

through the legislature during the session.

The defeat of HB1225 and this session’s three other anti-trans bills came as

a powerful relief to South Dakota’s LGBTQ activists. But few are ready to

exhale just yet. That’s because, if history is any indication, a new crop of

anti-trans bills is sure to surface in next year’s legislative session.

In recent years, South Dakota has become a laboratory for anti-trans

legislation, a place where extreme right-wing ideologues can field their

basest anti-trans fantasies. In total, the legislature has considered 16 anti-

LGBTQ bills during the last few years—including, in 2016, one of the

country’s first “bathroom” bills. While that measure was ultimately defeated

when then-Governor Dennis Daugaard vetoed it, it has since been followed

by a rash of related measures, including North Carolina’s infamous anti-

trans bathroom measure, HB2. More recently, Tennessee’s legislature

passed a watered-down anti-LGBTQ bill that explicitly added bathrooms

and locker rooms to the list of places where individuals can be prosecuted

for indecent exposure. In 2017 alone, some 16 states fielded a bathroom bill.

Now, as anti-trans legislation continues to rip around the country—as the

right wing trains its fiercest anti-LGBTQ attacks on trans bodies, and as

state legislatures become key sites of those attacks—South Dakota offers an

instructive preview of the battles ahead.

“South Dakota was ahead of the curve,” the Human Rights Campaign’s State

Legislative Director and Senior Counsel Cathryn Oakley told The Nation.

“The anti-trans bathroom bill in South Dakota in 2016 was the first anti-

trans bill to pass a house…. They’re kind of a pioneer in anti-trans

legislation.”

o understand how this happened—how a state of less than 900,000

people became an anti-trans bill-mill—it helps to look to the particular

quirks of South Dakota’s legislative process. It is this process, perhaps even

more than ideology, advocates argue, that has made the state an ideal

testing ground for conservative legislation, of which anti-trans efforts have

been a key recent feature.

The first crucial element is South Dakota’s brief legislative session; At 40

days long, it is among the shortest in the country, which means that it is an

inexpensive state to send lobbyists to for the duration of a campaign. At the

same time, the state’s cheap media market makes it a perfect place for ad

buys, a state that can easily be saturated with conservative messaging. And

an obscure rule on the books that entitles all bills to a committee hearing,

combined with a Republican supermajority, makes it an easy legislature to

push extreme bills through the process before activists have had a chance

to mobilize.

For right-wing Christian organizations like the

Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF), this combination

likely helped make the state a prime target for new

anti-LGBTQ efforts after they lost the fight on

marriage equality in 2015. But a coincidence made

the state even more appealing to ADF and its peers.

In 2015, a tiny, apolitical body called the South

Dakota High School Activities Association, or

SDHSAA, enacted an administrative policy allowing

transgender students to compete on the team that

matches their gender. Conservatives in the state were

enraged, and promptly attempted to pass three

separate bills to void the policy. These bills failed, but

the controversy that erupted provided the perfect

opportunity for ADF and other right-wing groups to swoop in.

In 2016, state legislators introduced another attempt to reverse the

SDHSAA policy and, for good measure, crafted the country’s very first

“bathroom bill”—HB1008. National right-wing groups like ADF, the Family

Heritage Alliance (state affiliate of the Family Research Council) and the

Liberty Counsel went to work. ADF’s senior counsel, Matt Sharp, testified at

hearings for both bills, while both the ADF and the Liberty Counsel sent

letters promising pro bono representation if the state were sued as a result

of the legislation. (As Democratic State Senator Bernie Hunhoff pointed out

at the time, the offer was a bit of a lemon, since the groups didn’t guarantee

to cover damages in the event that South Dakota lost in court, and the

state’s use of pro bono attorneys would void its insurance coverage.)

Both the sports bill and the bathroom bill failed (though, in the latter case,

again, only after the former governor vetoed it). For national organizations

like ADF, that seemed to be that. With an abysmal success rate and the

governor’s signal that he would veto future iterations of the bathroom bill,

there was little point in sticking around.

Yet, during their brief sojourn, the national groups seem to have awakened

a sleeping beast: a collection of South Dakota activists who, fired up by the

false narratives circulated by the right wing about trans people as deceitful,

dangerous predators, have made it their mission to pass anti-trans

legislation in the state.

One of the groups leading this organizing is South Dakota Parents Involved

in Education. (The group is part of a national right-wing coalition, US

Parents Involved in Education, whose goal is to close the Department of

Education, which they see as a federal intruder forcing liberal ideas, like

sex education, as well as the Common Core, into local classrooms). SDPIC’s

president, Florence K. Thompson, describes herself in her Twitter bio as

“SD Conservative GOP T-Party Grandma.” Along with members of affiliated

outfits, she regularly testifies at legislative hearings and campaigns against

what she describes as “the Transgender Pipeline.” In a recent email to a

state senator, she declared that “America has been experiencing a mass

hysteria, generated by the liberal media, centered around Sexual

Orientation and Transgenderism [sic].” (In addition to her advocacy for

anti-trans bills, Thompson recently testified against legislation that would

help build preschool programming in South Dakota; in her words,

preschool was a part of “recruitment and grooming to the LGBT lifestyle.”)

These activists and their testimony are a far cry from the carefully

euphemistic, Beltway-approved language of advocates like ADF’s Matt

Sharp, whose testimony in 2016 focused on protecting “the safety and

privacy of every South Dakota student.” As Libby Skarin, policy director for

the ACLU of South Dakota, told me of the grassroots activism that has risen

in recent years: “I wonder whether they [ADF and other national groups]

set something in motion that they didn’t even understand.”

nd yet, in the words of Equality South Dakota

activist Travis Letellier, “It’s not all doom and

gloom.” The state might have proposed 16 anti-

LGBTQ bills in the past five years, but they’ve only

succeeded in passing one. That one law, passed in in

2017, is significant in the scope of its harm—it allows

adoption agencies to discriminate against LGBTQ

parents—but its success is also an aberration.

So as other states grab the anti-trans baton and run

with it, it’s worth asking: What can we learn from

South Dakota?

The first lesson seems to be that the voices of the

people most affected matter—or, as Skarin put it,

“Shut up and listen to trans people.” She elaborated: “One of the lessons

we’ve been learning over the last few years is how critical it is to amplify

the voices of trans people and to know, as advocates who are not directly

impacted, when to step back. Trans people are fully capable of telling their

own stories and advocating for themselves.” She pointed to testimony by

trans young people who, despite the enormous challenges and risks of

speaking publicly, have met with legislators and testified in the state’s

capital, Pierre.

Oliver Dickman, a 17-year-old recent high school graduate from Yankton,

South Dakota, was one of those young people. Before transitioning, he said,

soccer was his life. But he transitioned before the SDHSAA’s policy was in

place and chose not to pursue the sport in high school, fearing that there

would be no support for him to continue on the boys’ team. When asked

whether he thought the state legislature’s attempts to pass anti-trans

legislation were in line with public opinion, he said, “I don’t think that at

all, actually…. I think as a whole, South Dakotans aren’t opposed to people

who are trans. I think those that are in legislature just are uninformed

about the trans community, and often fear of the unknown will cause

negative reactions.”

Dickman’s analysis lines up with stories repeated again and again by South

Dakota activists: that one of the most effective strategies they have used

over the past five years in combating these bills has been simply raising

awareness, both in the legislature and in South Dakota at large, about what

it means to be transgender. As Skarin said, “Back in 2014, I think there were

a lot of South Dakotans who probably didn’t even really know what it meant

to be transgender, who probably never really thought about it. We have

made it a priority to lift up the voices of trans people and let trans people

lead. And I doubt that you’d meet anyone in South Dakota who’s not aware

of transgender people now, because it’s been such a feature of our state

legislature.”

Letellier, of Equality South Dakota, pointed out that the state’s first anti-

trans bills didn’t just catch activists by surprise—they also caught the

legislature by surprise. “This wasn’t an issue on anybody’s radar,” he said.

“They thought, ‘This makes sense on its face. What’s the problem with it?’

But in the last four years, Equality South Dakota and all of our ally groups

have done a really strong job of not just educating the state legislature but

increasing awareness of the repercussions of these types of bills. It’s much

more on everybody’s radar now…. and that works in our favor.”

Opinions are mixed on why then-Governor Daugaard vetoed the 2016

bathroom bill after initially signaling that he might support it—some

activists cite his listening sessions with members of the trans community,

while others say behind-the-scenes pressure from the business community

was probably the more significant factor. But it’s worth noting one event

that occurred in mid-February 2016, as the governor deliberated on

whether to sign the bill. On February 11, Daugaard was quoted in the Argus

Leader, a local paper, saying that he had never met a transgender person.

The next day, an op-ed appeared in the same paper by a woman, Kendra

Heathscott, who had attended a day program at the Children’s Home

Society while the governor was the organization’s director. The headline:

“Gov. Daugaard, you met a transgender person: me.”

South Dakota seems to be out of the woods for now, but advocates have

little doubt that the battle will continue next year, and perhaps with even

more extreme proposals.

“South Dakota continues to introduce outrageous, cutting-edge anti-LGBT

legislation,” HRC’s Cathryn Oakley warned. And as the Supreme Court

takes up a spate of cases critical to the future of LGBTQ rights—cases that

will likely determine whether anti-LGBTQ discrimination is legal in the

workplace—the stakes are higher than ever. If the Court rules that Title VII

does not apply to gender identity and sexual orientation, there will be no

federal law to protect LGBTQ people from catastrophic policy measures

like the ones that were floated this year in South Dakota’s legislature.

It’s a good moment to remember what Skarin says they’ve learned in South

Dakota: “You have to take every single one of these pieces of legislation

seriously; you have to see them as a threat. Sometimes when we see

legislation that is sort of out there, there’s a tendency to think, oh, that

won’t pass. But each of these bills gained steam in their own way.”

The spate of anti-trans bills in South Dakota and elsewhere in recent years

reflects an intentional strategy on the part of the anti-LGBTQ right wing.

Having lost the fight on gay marriage and recognizing the increasing

national acceptance of lesbian gay and bisexual people, groups like ADF—

alongside the Trump administration—have decided to pick off trans people,

who are in many ways the most vulnerable and least protected members of

the LGBTQ community. It’s a calculated move; a bet that relies on the

cisgender lesbian-gay-bisexual community, not seeing a direct threat to

their own existence, staying home.

That’s why, as Skarin says, we need an “all hands on deck approach.” She

adds, “If we are going to continue to be successful in defeating attacks on

LGBTQ people and trans people in particular, we have to take every single

threat as an attack on the community as a whole and as something

deserving of our attention.”

A South Dakota state welcome sign. (Jabberwock / CC BY-SA 2.0)
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